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First impressions
I talked to Szilveszter, competitor from
Hungary ...
Hungarian delegacy arrived
here first, how was your trip?
"We started from Budapest by
train, then we switched trains and
continue to Split, from where we
drove to Primošten by car. It was a long journey, but by the
time we win the medal it is all going to be forgotten :)."

Hungarian team – first on site!

How many of you have already been on CEOI?
"Well, nobody was here before, or any CEOI as a matter of fact, so we count a little bit on the firsttimer's luck!"

... and Vid, competitor from Slovenia.
Vid, I understood this isn't your first appearance on CEOI?
"No, it isn't for me and Patrik, last year we were competing on CEOI in
Tata, Hungary. But it is the first CEOI for Žiga and Filip, my team mates."
How did you do in Tata, and do you expect better standings in
Primošten?
"In Tata we didn't accomplish anything! Nobody was too happy about it, but that also gave us a big advantage ‐ this
year we can only do better :)"
I really like those guys' attitudes, don't you?! :)

Last minute fine‐tuning...
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Evaluation Committee
Interview with Bruno Rahle ‐ chair of Evaluation Committee

Even though you have attended all the informatics
championships, as a competitor, and later on, as a
member of Evaluation Committee, this is your first
time being a chairman of Evaluation Committee.
What is your main concern and duties of being a
chairman?
The most important thing is taking care of technical
issues related to the evaluator and its system. The
evaluator we are using this year, was made for purposes
of CEOI in Vrsar, Croatia, 2006 and after few changes it
was also used on IOI in Zagreb, Croatia, 2007. We have
made a lot of improvements since than. Last few years I
was doing most of the work and before me, there were
Tomislav Novak and Marko Ivanković.
What was the latest improvement you've made?

So, what are your past experience with workers?

Well, the last one was C++ 11 support, but it hasn't been
tested thoroughly yet, so we won't use it for this
competition. However, I'm very satisfied with the rest of
improvements, so for this competition we have one
evaluator for web server and database, we have two
workers for evaluating and running competitor's
submissions. In case of main server crashes, (which most
certainly won't happen! :)) we have a copy of evaluator
that backs up files from main server so there shouldn't
be problems continuing with the competition. Evaluator
system also has a print server so competitors could print
their submissions. We use gcc 4.7.2 and FPC 2.6.0 for
compiling the answers.

I have been managing this evaluator for the last 6 years,
and, by now it has been proven to work excellent on
competitions such as HONI and COCI (Croatian Open
Competition in Informatics) and on Faculty of electrical
engineering and computing for purposes of a class
Competitive programming. Back in 2007, I had
experience with workers as a competitor, but this is the
first time I've decided to use this improved evaluator
system on CEOI. I needed a day and a half to put all this
together and make it work.
Thank you and good luck :)
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Daily Challenge #1 – "random_sequence"
Continue the sequence:
281845363, 1784646585, 1855389563, 1641864582, 531907414, ...
Note: this task requires computer to solve
Author: Anton Grbin

Today's Schedule
Don’t forget to like us on Facebook! :)

07:00‐09:00
09:00‐10:00
10:00‐12:00
12:30‐14:00
16:00‐17:00
18:00‐19:00
19:00‐20:00
20:00‐21:00
21:00‐22:00

CONTESTANTS
LEADERS
MONDAY, OCTOBER 14, 2013
Breakfast
GA meeting
Practice competition
Lunch
Opening Ceremony

www.facebook.com/ceoi2013

GA meeting

Dinner

Dinner
GA meeting ‐ Translations

Basic English

Croatian Dictionary

Hello! ............... Bok!

Tea ..................... Čaj

Thank you .......Hvala

Coffee...............Kava

Please ..... Molim vas

Water .............. Voda

Room ...............Soba

Sea ................. More

Useful information
You can get Wi‐fi vouchers at the Hotel
reception ‐ THEY ARE FREE!
The Hotel working hours:
Pool:
Sauna:
Breakfast:
Lunch:
Dinner:
Gym:

08:00‐20:00
09:00‐19:00
07:00‐10:00
12:30‐14:00
18:30‐21:00
rumours say it is across the ‐
Hotel. Find out, and let us know!

DON'T FORGET!
10:00‐12:00 Practice competition
16:00‐17:00 Opening ceremony (Congress Hall)

Emergency phone No: 112 (you can always dial
that number, no credits or code numbers
needed).

